THE NORTH DAY 1 QBAIYAT TO TASHEA

“There is a phenomenon called Trail Magic,
known and spoken of with reverence… which
holds that often when things look darkest some
little piece of serendipity comes along to put
you back on a heavenly plane”
BILL BRYSON, A Walk in the Woods

اﻟﻘﺒﻴﺎت إﻟﻰ ﺗﺎﺷﻊ

Qbaiyat to Tashea

T

he beds were surprisingly comfortable last night. A luxury we will appreciate profoundly by
the end of this trip. I wake up at 5 a.m. with that early-morning happiness. Father Raymond, the head monk, greets us for
breakfast in the refectory, his serene face beaming. Elsewhere,
everything is a bit fussy and erratic, as first days on long hikes
usually are. Film crews from LBC and Al-Arabiya are also here
to cover part of today’s hike. As it turns out, Lutfallah7 from
LBC is Father Michel’s cousin. Interesting, since Lutfallah is from
Marjeyoun (our Southern destination) and here we are in
Qbaiyat. That’s the way it is in Lebanon.
We set off. Wow, I am actually doing this! Walking the length
of Lebanon. All 440 km8 of it. I have no doubt I can do this.
There can be no room for doubt when one undertakes a challenge like this. Doubt sets you up for discouragement and failure. There is a fear though. The fear that something might go
wrong: an accident or illness. But these are beyond my control.
After a few kilometers, we reach the Byzantine monastery of
Mar Chalita (Artemis) cradled in a flat stretch of land at the bottom of a valley. Rather uninteresting from afar, it is definitely
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worth the detour. To enter into the temple, one must to pass
through a doorway with a very low portal. The inscription above
reads ‘Bow before your Lord, God’, which I find very symbolic.
The outer walls are ruins of a Roman temple while the tiny
chapel is Byzantine. Inside there are timeworn frescoes and
icons. In the small garden surrounding the chapel there are stone
presses and grinders. The monastery was self-sufficient. I wonder
how old the huge olive trees are. Springs and streams are gushing with snowmelt. The fields are filled with cyclamen,
anemones, wild orchids, daisies and many others whose names I
don’t know. Spring is in full swing.
We reach a clearing to find a pack mule grazing on freshly
sprouted green grass. Padre and Norbert try to befriend it, but
the animal is suspicious, kicking and charging at any opportunity.
Its owner, Hammoud Hammoud, calls to us in that bellowing
voice, so common to mountain folk who don’t use telephones. I
enjoy hearing him talk to Norbert: heavy Akkar accent versus
Norbert’s unique brand of Egyptian. Oh I wish I had my recorder.
Even at 700m it is hot. We peel off the extra layers and the trail
through the densely wooded pine forest offers us welcome
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respite from the, mid-morning sun. Ziad recommends we stop
at the temple of Sarkis and Bakhos, where we lie under the
canopy of huge oaks, refreshed by a soft cool breeze. The telltale vaults indicate that the Roman temple was converted to a
church during Crusader times. Indeed, looking at our fairskinned and red haired guide, the Crusaders weren’t busy just
building churches!
The trail follows the ridgeline of Harf Akkar. We take a mid-morning break on a massive slab of rock with breathtaking views of
Akkar el Atiqa and its citadel. The snows of Qammoua seem very
close now. I find Padre lovingly stroking a juniper tree. He tells me
that the juniper (he calls it habibti) is his favorite tree and their
berries, apart from used in the making of gin, have many medicinal qualities. He says this one is special because it is the first one
he has seen on the hike.
The icy spring at Ain Shaito allows us to refill our water bottles.
There we meet Hassan Al Masri, a shepherd with his flock and
Toyyor his dog. He uses an umbrella for a stick and is happy to
pose for Norbert. He is amazed when we tell him about our 440
km trip and invites us to spend the night at his house in Akkar el
Atiqa. Toyyor is not as friendly as his master and ignores us.
By the time we get to the spring at Ain el Shouh, we are ravenous. The monks at Mar Doumit had packed sandwiches and
Ziad shares his mother’s homemade zaatar and debs bi
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tahineh. Lying in the shade of more huge firs, we rest after an
elevation gain of almost 1,000m. We have to shout over the
roar of the gushing spring but no one is talking really.
The hike to Tashea, our destination, is long (20 km) but not difficult. The dramatic cliffs of Qammoua are dotted with the deep
green of firs. Padre decides to try a different route. He can do
this, I suppose because he is Padre. He is the boss! But I am glad
that he took us this way because we discover a cluster of massive oaks on a hilltop. We each find a spot to rest that is cradled
by their magnificent trunks. Padre points out the small town of
Tashea in the distance. It’s most distinct features being it’s church
at one end and the mosque at the other - a microcosm of
Lebanese coexistence. The encroaching road has eaten up this
section of the trail and the last 3 km are on asphalt.
Hiking down Tashea’s only road, I am disturbed that there is
hardly anyone around. There are no children playing or fields
being tended to. There is no laundry being hung or invitation
to coffee from an open doorway. The village is almost deserted, except for the small crowd of people gathered round a
gas cylinder delivery truck near the mosque. Abu Marwan and
his family are awaiting us at their doorstep as we hear the
Adan9 Asr.
What a very dusty and sweaty lot we are. However, they immediately make us feel at home in their modest but comfortable house. Showers but no booze. The area is very
conservative and therefore “dry.” Even though Norbert understands the customs of the area, he could have really used a
cold beer. We sit on a vine-covered terrace sipping cold drinks:
this is the life.
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As squirrels cavort in the trees, a continuous stream of villagers
pops in and out. The front door remains open as is customary
in many village homes. Imm Marwan and her two daughters
have prepared what I can only call a hearty dinner such is our
ravenous hunger from the day’s exertions. It is just what we
needed to prepare us for tomorrow’s difficult hike. She proudly
tells us that all the food is grown, raised or prepared by them.
It is quite remote here. The cell phone reception in Tashea is
poor. The nearest grocer is a ten-minute drive away. There are
no schools, doctors or pharmacies. Abu Marwan has eight
children. Only his two young single daughters still live here.
Because there are no schools in Tashea, all the young families
have to move elsewhere. As a result, only 20% of the town
still lives in the village. This is an unfortunate dilemma that
many of the mountain villages face these days.

Writing my journal in the bedroom I overhear Abu Marwan on
the phone in the next room. I wasn’t eavesdropping. He just
talks really loud:
Abu Marwan: Allo! How are you? Where are you? <pause>
You need to come spend the evening with us <pause> No,
you have to come. I have a houseful of Ajnabis10 and I don’t
speak Ajnabi. You speak very well. I won’t take no for an answer. Yallah I’m waiting for you. Bye.
His “Ajnabi speaking” friend shows up shortly after and has a
lengthy and animated conversation with Norbert (Nimsawi11) and
Wim12 (Hollandi13), much to the pleasure of Abu Marwan. In the
meantime, the girls are taken by Chamoun’s charm and colorful
stories. Norbert and Wim decide to sleep on the terrace in their
sleeping bags taking furtive swings from a concealed flask. I tell
Norbert to beware that the squirrels don’t get his nuts.

Lutfallah and his twin Karamallah are a free-lance video/photography team,
working mainly with LBC. Their company is called ”Twins Video”, of course.
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9 The 5 daily prayer times in Islam are announced by a call to prayer (Adan) from
the mosque. Asr is mid-afternoon.
10 Ajnabi: Foreigner.
11 Norbert’s nickname meaning Austrian in Arabic.
12 Wim Balvert (Dutch), an avid hiker, came all the way from Holland for the thruwalk. He is one of the core team of six.
13 Wim’s nickname meaning Dutchman in Arabic.
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